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This paper describes the theory of constructing observer-estimators f r 
linear, continuous-time systems. Both deterministic and stochastic ases are 
considered; in particular, the case that some observations are noise-free while 
others are noisy is considered. Asymptotic properties for both time-varying 
and time-invariant systems are analyzed and the influence of observability and 
detectability assumptions is considered. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
The topic under consideration i this paper is the estimation of the state 
variables of a linear, continuous-time system based on output observations. 
If all the output variables are noise-free, then we use a Luenberger observer 
(Luenberger, 1964, 1966; Bongiorno and Youla, 1968). If all variables are 
corrupted by white noise, then one uses a Kalman-Bucy filter (Kalman and 
Bucy, 1961). 
There are many cases in which some of the output variables are noise-free 
while others are noisy. We can argue that no measurement is exactly noise- 
free. On the other hand, there are many engineering systems in which the 
accuracy of measuring one variable is much greater than the accuracy of 
measuring some others. In  such problems the measurement covariance 
matrix is almost singular and it can lead to ill-conditioned matrices and 
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numerical problems. Thus, we can attempt o model the very accurate 
measurements a being deterministic. Another situation where we may 
encounter such problems is the estimation of state variables when the 
observed variables contain colored noise with (or without) white noise 
component. I f only colored noise is present, we may transform the problem 
into the estimation of state variables with observations that are noise-free 
by augmenting the state of the system (Bryson and He, 1969). 
The purpose of this paper is to present aunified approach to such problems. 
The discrete version of the problem is both conceptually and mathematically 
simpler (Tse, 1970, 1972; Tse and Athans, 1970). In the discrete case, it 
was shown that in the case where some noise-free observation channel is 
available, the optimum minimal-order observer-estimator has an order 
n -- m2, where m 2 is the number of noise-free channels. In this paper, the 
continuous version of this result is established. 
Section I I  deals with the deterministic problem; the main result is Theo- 
rem 2.5, which provides conditions for equivalence. Section I I I  deals with 
the stochastic problem; the main result is Theorem 3.3 (and its constructive 
proof) which can be used to explicitly construct minimal-order, optimal 
observers which (as shown in Appendix A) also generate the conditional 
mean (a result of importance in the use of the separation theorem for stochastic 
control). Section IV deals with asymptotic properties; the main result (of 
practical importance) is Theorem 4.5. In Section V, we deal with the so-called 
"deterministic estimation theory" (Johnson, 1970); the main result is 
Theorem 5.2 which relates detactability to the existence of a uniformly 
asymptotically stable observer. 
II. CLASSES OF OBSERVERS FOR CONTINUOUS-TIME LINEAR SYSTEMS 
Consider a linear time-varying continuous-time system S 1 described by 
(state equation) ±(t) : A(t) x(t) + B(t) u(t), t 
(output equation) y(t) = C(t) x(t), S1 
where x(t)e R n, and C(t) is assumed to be a differentiable time-varying 
n × m matrix of rank m, for all t ~ [to, oo] (n ~ m). For a fixed t e [to, oo] 
the set of complementary matrices of order s for C(t) is denoted 1 by 
#2(C(t); m, s, n) = {T(t) ~ Msn: N(T(t)) ~ N(C(t)) = 0~ ~ R~}. We note that 
1 M~ denotes the class of s × n matrices, and N(') denotes the null space. 
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T(t) ~ ~Q(C(t); m, s, n) if and only if there exist matrices P(t) and V(t) (of 
appropriate dimensions) such that (Aoki, 1967) 
P(t) T(t) + V(t) C(t) = I , .  (2.1) 
DEFINITION 2.1. A linear time varying system of dimension s >i- n --  m 
0s ~(t) = F(t) z(t) + D(t) y(t) + G(t) u(t); Z(to+) ~ Zo (2.2) 
is an s-order observer for the system $1, if for some choice of z0, the solu- 
tion, z(t) of (2.2) is 
z(t) = T(t)x(t);  t > t o , (2.3) 
for some T(t) ~ D(C(t); m, s, n), t > t o . We shall also say that the observer 
is described by T(t), t > to, and refer to such an observer by the symbol 0r t. 
The superscript is used to indicate that the system S 1 is being considered. 
I f  0r 1 is an s-order observer for $1, then by an appropriate choice of 
z(t0+ ), we can reconstruct x(t) by 
w(t) --  P(t) z(t) + V(t) y(t) = P(t) T(t) x(t) + V(t) C(t) x(t) = x(t); t > t o . 
(2.4) 
We have defined an observer for S 1 quite arbitrary, the first question we 
try to answer is whether there exist at least one observer for S 1 . 
Let T(t) be an s × n matrix which satisfies the differential equation (for 
t > to) 
"['(t) = F(t) T(t) - -  T(t)(A(t) - -  L(t) C(t)) + IT)(t) C(t); T(t0+ ) = To, 
(2.5) 
where L(t), F(t), 13(t), T O are some prescribed matrices of appropriate 
dimensions. I f  we construct a time-varying system of dimension s /> n --  m: 
0,': ~(t) = F(t) z(t) + (f)(t) + T(t) L(t)) y(t) + T(t) B(t) u(t), (2.6) 
then using (2.5), we have 
d 
-d/- (T(t) x(t) - -  z(t)) = F(t)(T(t) x(t) - -  z(t)), (2.7) 
and if we choose T0x(to) = z(t0+), then T(t) x(t) ~ z(t), t > t o . 
Therefore, 0~' will be an s-order observer for S 1 if with appropriate choices 
of L(t), F(t), IT)(t), To the solution T(t) of (2.5) is in the set of complementary 
matrices of order s for C(t), t > t o . 
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By assumption, C(t) is differentiable for all t e [t o , oo]; by (2.1) we can 
see easily that there exists at least one function ~'(t)EY2(C(t); m, s, n), 
t > to, such that ~'(t) is differentiable. We have now the existence theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let T(t) e g2(C(t); m, s, n), t > to, and suppose T(t) is 
differentiable in the interval (to, oo). Then, there exists a class of s-order 
observers for the system S 1 which are all described by ~(t), t > t o . 
Proof. Let ~(t), ~r(t), t > to, be matrices of appropriate dimension such 
that 
P(t) "~(t) + V(t) C(t) = I,~ ; t > t o . (2.8) 
Choose for t > t o 
where 
IT)(t) = ~'(t) A(t) v(t) + ~'(t) '~(t), 
F(t) = t(t) A(t) P(t) + ~'(t) P(t), 
T O = T(to+), 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
.~(t) ~ A(t) -- L(t)C(t). (2.12) 
Then by using Eqs. (2.8)-(2.11), we can reduce (2.5) to 
(~r - -  ~)  = F (T  - -  T )  - -  (T  - -  ~)A ;  T(to)  - -  ~'(to) = D. (2 .13)  
Since (2.13) is linear, by uniqueness, we have 
T(t) = ~(t) e Y2(C(t); m, s, n), t > t o . (2.14) 
So an s-order observer can be constructed by (2.6). We note that by choosing 
different L(t) e M . . . .  t > to, we obtain a class of observers described by 
the same "I'(t), t > t o . For a fixed "~(t) e ~2(C(t); m, s, n), t > to, and a fixed 
L(t) ~ M~,~, t > to, we shall use the symbol O~I(L) to represent he 
observer which is specified by ~'(t) and parameterized by L(t), and 
O~ 1 ~- {O~I(L)/L(t) e M,,~} the class of observers which is specified by "i'(t). 
For each O~t(L)e O¢ 1, we shall associate with it an estimator g~l(L) 
described by (Fig. 1) 
$(t) = ['r(t)(A(t) -- L(t) C(t)) P(t) + t ( t )  P(t)] z(t) 
+ ['~(t)(A(t) - L(t) C(t)) ~(t) + "I'(t) ~'(t) + '~(t) L(t))] y(t) 
~ I (L ) :  
-]- "r(t) B(t) u(t), (2.15) 
w(t) = P(t) z(t) + ~'(t) y(t), 
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where P(t), V(t), ]'(t), and C(t) satisfy (2.1), for t>  t o . By setting 
Z(to+ ) ~ "i'(t0+ ) X(to+ ), w(t) will equal x(t) by (2.4). But usually x(t0+ ) is 
unknown, to reflect the fact that the system ff¢l(L) is used as an estimating 
device for $1, and so we restrict the initial condition of z(to+ ) to be in the 
range space of T(t0+ ) = To. We may also call ff~l(L) an observer-estimator 
to emphasize the fact that it is an estimator derived from an observer. 
1 _XCto) 1 
- i I ~ - _ 
=' P"-'L A"N T'-'-D Y'-'N A'--M I-C S'- . . . . . .  J ~1  '+ w(t) 
OBSERVER-ESTIMATOR 
FIG. I. The  structure of  an observer-est imator for a deterministic continuous 
t ime linear system. The  vector w(t) is the estimate of the state vector x(t). 
Let V(t) ~ M~,  t > t o , be a fixed differentiable matrix function. 
Associated with it is a set of matrix functions 
~ {T(t) ~ Msn , t > t o I T(t) is differentiable on (to, oo) and 
P(t) T(t) 4- V(t) C(t) = In for some P(t)  ~ Msn,  t ~ (to, c~); s ) n - m}. 
With a fixed T(t) ~ ~,  we can associate a class of observers 0r 1 and a class 
of estimators ~r  1 = {~rl(L)I L(t)ff Mnm}. Therefore, with a fixed V(t), ~ 
we can associate different classes of observers 0r x, T(t)~ ~ of different 
orders. When V(t), t > to, ranges over all possible differentiable matrix 
functions, we can obtain more classes of observers. Can we, in some sense, 
classify all these different observers into equivalent classes ? To this end we 
define the notions of equivalent representation. 
2 Throughout the discussion, V(t) is chosen to be differentiable on t ~ (to, ~). 
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let ~ be a linear system described by 
~i(t) ---- Fi(t) xi(t) + Gi(t) u(t),f 
yi(t) Ci(t) xi(t) -[- Di(t ) u(t),~ ~ 
with Ri(to +) ~Xi  C R n, i -~  1, 2. We shall say that 5¢~ is an equivalent 
representation f ~-cP 1 if for any f~1 6 X1, there exists a [~ E Xz such that 
~(t;  ~ ,  u,) = ,t,~(t; ~ ,  u,) t > to, 
where q~i(t; [3i, ut) is the output of the system ~ for initial condition 
xi(t0 +) = f~i and arbitrary applied control u, ~ {u(~'), t > ~- > to}. If 
and ~?~ are each an equivalent representation f the other, then we say that 
• ~1 and ~ are equivalent. 
We shall say that two observers are equivalent if their associated estimators 
are equivalent. In this section, we shall establish some preliminary results 
on equivalence classes of observers. 
LEMMA 2.4. For a f ixed V(t), t > t o such that I .  - v ( t )  c ( t )  has rank 
n - -  p, t > t o , let 0rt(L), T(t) e ~ be a given observer of order s >~ n - -  p. 
Then there exists an n - -  p order observer O¢I(L), ~(t )  ~ ~ such that 0~a(L), 
0rl(L) are equivalent. 
The proof of this lemma is straightforward and is given in Appendix B. 
For a fixed V(t), suppose that (In --  V(t) C(t)) has rank n - -  p (p  >~ m) for 
t >~ t o . Define the class, 
~v~(L) = {Ora(L) I T(t) e ~,  and T(t) e M(n_,), has full rank, t ~ (to, oo)}. 
The class ~v~(L) will be called the class of minimal order observers associated 
with V(t) which is parametrized by L(t). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let V(t)E Mnm,  t > to, such that the rank of V(t) and 
(In --  V(t) C(t)) is p and n - -  p, respectively. For a f ixed L(t) E Mn,~ , the 
class 7r~(L ) is an equivalence class, and so the set of all observers Orl(L), T(t) ~ ~,  
are equivalent. 
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix B. 
Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 2.4 indicate that for some special V(t), t > to, 
the class of observers 0rt(L), T(t) ~ ~,  are equivalent, and can be represented 
by a minimal-order observer O~I(L) ~ ~,~(L). 
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III. OPTIMUM CLASS OF OBSERVERS FOR LINEAR STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS 
Consider a stochastic system S 2 described by (Fig. 2) 
I R(t) = A(t) x(t) + B(t) u(t) + g(t), 
t y(t) . . . . . . . .  , [ C2(t) x(t) J [y=(t)J 
where x(t) eR  n, u(t) eR  r, ~(t) eR  n, Yl(t) eR  ~,  y(t) eR  m, (m~ml) .  We 
assume that X(to) , {g(t), t ~ to}, {~(t), t ~ to} are independent processes. 
X(to) is a Gaussian random vector with mean x o and covariance Z o ; ~(t), 
~(t), t ~ to are white Gaussian noises with properties 
E{g(t)} = 0; E{g(t) ~'(r)} = R(t) 3(t - -  r), 
(3.2) 
E{~(t)} = 0; e{Yl(t) Yl'(7)} = Q(t) 3(t - r), 
where R( t ) /> O, R(t) ~ M~, and Q(t) > O, Q(t) e M~1%. The control u(t) 
is a known function of time. 
F" 1 
I 
I 
[ I YzCt) 
t I 
PLANT DYNAMICS 
FIG. 2. The structure of a continuous time stochastic linear system $2 with some 
observation channels noise-free. 
In this section we shall by introducing the notion of compatibility show 
that all the "desirable" estimators can be grouped into equivalence classes 
which are parametrized by some matrices. Also each equivalent class can be 
represented by a minimal-order observer of order n --  m 2 . Thus, the design 
of optimum minimal-order observer is reduced to that of selecting the 
parametrizing matrices appropriately. 
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I f  we restrict ourselves in using an estimator Era(L) 3 as estimating device 
for S 2 . The output of the estimator £r2(L) has the form 
w(t) = P(t) z(t) + V(t) y(t), (3.4) 
where z(t) is the state of the corresponding observer 0r2(L), T e ~.  We 
shall say that the estimator ~T~(L) is compatible (with respect o y~(t)) if the 
following equality holds almost surely: 
C2(t) w(t) = y2(t) = C2(t) x(t). (3.5) 
Intuitively, a desirable estimating device should have the following proper- 
ties: 
1. since y2(t) is noise-free, we would like the estimator to be compatible 
with respect o y2(t), 4 and 
2. since yl(t) contains white noise, we would like to restrict V(t) to be 
of the form 
V(t) = [0 V2(t)]; V2(t ) e M,(~_,,1). (3.6) 
All such V(t) are of rank ~ m --  m x A_~ m~. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let V(t) be of the form (3.6); if there exists an estimator 
~r~(L), T ( t )e  ~J"v, which is compatible (with respect o y~(t)), then rank 
V(t) -~ m 2 and rank (I,, - -  V(t) C(t)) = n --  m~. 
The proof is given in Appendix B. Using this result and theorem 2.5, 
we see that all differentiable V(t) of the form (3.6) can be classified into two 
classes: either all gr2(L), T(t) ~ 3-  v are incompatible or all gr2(L), T(t) ~ 
are compatible and are equivalent for a fixed L(t). We may then call the 
latter class of V(t) compatible with respect to yz(t). From the previous 
discussion, we see that only the class of compatible V(t) (with respect to 
y2(t)) of the form (3.6) will parameterize the classes of estimators which are 
intuitively desirable. This motivates us to restrict ourselves to consider only 
the class of estimators ~r~(L), T( t )~ Y~, where V(t) is compatible of the 
form (3.6) and L(t) E Mnm. Because of Lemma 2.4, we can further restrict 
ourselves to consider only the classes of minimal order observers--estimates 
which are parametrized by compatible V(t) of the form (3.6) and L(t) e Mnm-- 
The superscript 2 is used to indicate that the system So. is being considered. 
4 This is also motivated by the results obtained in the discrete version of the problem 
(Tse and Athans, 1970). 
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furthermore, these observers are of dimension -- m 2 . Next, we shall derive 
the error covariance quation for the classes of "desirable" estimators. 
Let V(t) be a fixed, differentiable matrix function of the form (3.6) which 
is compatible with respect o y~(t); and let L(t) be arbitrary, 
L(t) = [Ll(t) i L2(t)l; LI(t) e Mn'~l' L~(t) ~ 3~Into ~. (3.7) 
Let Or2(L) e I-[~ 2 (L), its associating estimator g~,(L) is then described by 
$(t) = IT(t) A(t) P(t) + ~(t) P(t) -- T(t) Lx(t) Cl(t ) P(t)] z(t) 
+ T(t) B(t) u(t) @ T(t) Ll(t ) yl(t) 
#r2(r): + IT(t) A(t) V~(t) + T(t) V2(t ) - T(t) L~(t) Cl(t) V~(t)] y~(t), 
w(t) = P(t) z(t) + V2(t) y2(t); z(t) e R . . . . .  . (3.8) 
In deriving (3.8), compatibility of V(t) respect o y2(t) is used (Tse, 1970). 
By demanding that ~r~(L) gives an unbiased estimate of x(t) for all t ) to, 
we set 
Z(to) = T(to) x o , (3.9) 
where T(to) , P(to) satisfy 
P(to) T(to) + V2(to) C2(to) ----- In.  (3.10) 
Using (3.1), (3.2), (3.8), (3.9), and compatibility of V(t) with respect to 
y2(t), it can be shown that the estimation error process e(t) & w(t) -- x(t) 
has zero mean and satisfies the equations 
~(t) = [A(t) -- Ve(t) C~(t) -- P(t) T(t) Lx(t ) Cl(t)] e(t) 
+ [V~(t) C2(t ) -- In] ~(t) + P(t) T(t) Ll(t ) Yl(t), (3.11) 
e(to) = [(I n -- V~(to)C2(to))][(xo -- X(to))] ,
where 
C2(t) =~ (~a(t) + Ca(t) A(t). (3.12) 
Since P(t) and T(t) satisfy 
P(t) T(t) + Va(t)Ca(t) = In, (3.13) 
then Eq. (3.11) indicates explicitly that if V(t) is compatible with respect o 
ya(t) and is of the form (3.6), then the estimators ~r~(L), T(t) ~ ~ all yield 
the same error process e(t) for fixed Ll(t ). 
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Define the matrix, 
~,l(t) z~ P(t) T(t) Ll(t ) = (In -- V2(t) C~(t)) El(t), (3.12) 
from (3.11), we find that the error covariance matrix ~-(t)~ E{e(t)e'(t)} 
satisfies 
~(t )  = [A( t )  - V~( t )~2( t )  - g~( t )C~(t ) ]  y ( t )  
-}- y..(t)[A(t) - V2( t )~e( t  ) - l a ( t )C l ( t ) ] '  
q- [ I~--V~(t)C2(t)]R(t)[ In--V2(t)C2(t)] '  +~,~(t)Q(t)L~'(t), 
~-(to) = (In - V2( to)C2(to) )~lo( I~ - Ve(to)C2(to) )  '. 
(3.13) 
Define the following matrices: 
[Cl(t)] It!( ;] Dl(t) ~ - - -  ; D2(t) 
L~(t) J  
K(t) £ [r~l(t) i V2(t)]. 
(3.14) 
The error covariance matrix l~(t), satisfying (3.13) is parametrized by the 
matrix K(t). To emphasize this, (3.13) is written 
l~K(t ) = [A(t) -- K(t)Dl(t)] ~.~:(t) -t- ~:(t)[A(t) --  K(t)Dl(t)]' 
-t- [In -- K(t) D2(t)] R(t)[In -- K(t) D2(t)]' + K(t) Q(t) K'(t), (3.15) 
~-~(t0) --- [In - v~(t0) c~(t0)]  ~-o[I.  - v~(to)  c~(to)] '  =~ ~(v~(t0) ) .  
Note that if all observations are noisy, then V2(t ) = 0, and so the error 
covariance matrix is parametrized by •l(t) = L(t) only; whereas, if all obser- 
vations are noise-free, then l'.l(t ) = 0 and the error covariance matrix is 
parametrized by Ve(t) = V(t). In all cases, the corresponding error eovariances 
are of the form (3.15). 
Define the set 
ygr  = {K(t) = [I-l(t) i V2(t)] e Mn,, ,  t e [t o , T] [ T'.l(t) satisfies (3.12); 
V~(t) is compatible with respect o y~(t), and is of form (3.6)}. 
To construct he optimal minimal-order estimator, we would like to find 
(if it exists) K*(t) ~ j~(fr such that for t ~ [to, T] 
l~*(t) z~ ~..K*(t) ~ ~-~(t) for all K(t) e ~,'r. (3.17) 
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Define the matrix (continuous in t, Y. and K) 
4(t, K, ~.) & A(t, K)Z ÷ zA'(t, K) ÷ K0(t) K' 
+ (In -- KD2(t)) R(t)(I~ -- KD~(t))', (3.18) 
where 
fix(t, K) & A(t) -- KDI(t). (3.19) 
Define the set ~t(~.) = {K e Mnm I (*)t is satisfied), 
(*)t K(Q(t) + D2(t) R(t)D((t)) = ~:Dl'(t) + R(t)D((t). 
Using the foregoing definitions, we have the following. 
LEMMA 3.2 (minimal property). Let Y. ~ Mnn , and Y. >/0; if K ~ ~t(Y.), 
then for all K ~ M,n , we have 
4(t, K, 21) ~ q~(t, K, ~). (3.20) 
The proof of this lemma involves straightforward manipulation and can 
be found in Tse (1970); for a discrete analog, see also Tse and Athans (1970). 
The following theorem gives us the class of minimal order optimum 
ob server-estimators. 
THEOI~M 3.3. Let C2(t)R(t)C~'(t)>0; then there exists a unique 
K*(t) ~ ~((r such that for all t e [to, T] 
Y,*(t) 5= Y,x*(t) ~ Y,K(t) for all K(t) E $U r. (3.31) 
The optimum K*(t) is given by 
K*( t )  = [ I , l* ( t )  i V2*(t)] '  
where 
(3.32) 
v,*(t) = t ~°c''(t°)[c'(t°) ~°c"(t°, )]-1; t = to 
t(~.*(t) t~2'(t ) + R(t) C2 (t)) A-l(t); T ~ t > to, 
I-,l*(t) = ~.*(t) Cl'(t ) Q-l(t); T ~ t > to, 
a(t) ~ c~(t) n(t) c ; ( t )  > o, (3.33) 
and Z*(t) satisfies (for t e [to, T]) the equation, 
~*(t) = [A(t) -- R(t)C((t) A-l(t)C2(t)] ~-*(t) 
@ l~*(t)[A(t) -- R(t)C((t) A-l(t)(~(t)]' 
- -  IEl*(t)[(~'(t) A-l(t)Ce(t) + Cl'(t) Q-l(t)Cl(t)] z*(t) + R(t) 
- -  R(t) C2'(t) A-l(t) Cz(t) a(t), (3.34) 
Y*(to) = Yo -- ~'oC((to)[Ce(to) l~oC((to)] -a C.~(to) ~o. 
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Proof. The proof is a constructive one, and it also indicates a solution 
method for (3.34). 
Let ~-K(t, t o ; F) be the solution of (t E [to, T]), 
~.x(t, to ; F) = +(t, K(t), Y,r(t, to ; F)); ~-K(t o , t o ; F) = F. (3.35) 
Clearly, if F1 ~> F~/> 0, then by (3.18) and (3.35) 
Xr(t, to ; F1) >/lg~c(t, t o ; F2) t ~ [t o , T], (3.36) 
for arbitrary K(t), t ~ (t o , T). By picking 
V2*(to) = :goC2'(to)(C2(to) ~.oC2'(to)) -1, (3.37) 
then for arbitrary V~(to), we have 
~*(to) ~ (I~ - v~*(to) c~(to)) %(I~ - v2*(to) c2(to))' 
(I~ -- V2(to) C~(to)  go(I,  --  V~(to) C~(to)) ~ ~'(V~(to)), (3.38) 
and, thus, 
~-K(t, to ; Z*(to)) ~ ~c(t, to ; ~.(V2(to)) t e [to, T]. (3.39) 
Now construct the sequence {~i(t, t o ; ~--*(to))}~°=o as follows. 
1. Set Y--l(t, to;~-*(to)  = ~--*(to) and choose K l ( t )e  5~(~.*(to)), 
t ~ (to, T]. Define ~-2(t, t o ; ~.*(to)  = ~cl(t, t o ; ~.*(to) ). 
2. Having chosen Ki(t) ~ 5/ft(~-i(t, to ; ~-*(to))) t ~ (to, T], define 
~-i+x(t, to ; ~.*(to) ) = ~.K,(t, to ; Y-*(to)), i = 1, 2 , . . .  
Note that by assumption, Kl(t) is unique and is given by 
L [Q-l(t)" ' (C2(t) R(t)0 C2'(t)) -1 ] Ki(t) = (~i(t, t o; Z*(to) ) Dl ' (t  ) + R(t) D2'(t)) {- -n- - (  
(3.40) 
and so from (3.15), ~.i+l(t ,  t o ; ~*(to) is unique, i = 1, 2 , . . .  
Using the minimal property (Lemma 3.2), we have for t ~ (to, T) 
d[~,'t, to ; ~*(to)) - ~l+l( t ,  to ; ~*(to))] 
dt 
--  4(t, K,_l(t), Zi(t, to ; ~-*(to))) 
- -  ~(t ,  K~(t), Zi+~(t, t o ; Z*(to))) >~ ~(t ,  K~(t), ~l,(t, t o ; Z*(to))) 
- -  ~(t ,  Ki(t),  ~i+~(t, to ; ~-*(to))) 
--= A(t, K i ( t ) ) (~ . i ( t  , t o ; ~*( to )  ) - -  ~'-i+x(t, t o ; ]~*(to))) 
-4- (~"i(t, to ; ~*(to)) --  ~.i+l(t, t o ; ~--*(to))) ~.'(t, K,(t)). (3.41) 
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Since ~.i(t o , t o ; ~-*(to)  = ~.i+l(to, t o ; l~*(to)); thus, we conclude 
~'i(t, to ; ~.*(to)) >~ ~'i+l(t, to ; X*(to)) t e [to, T], (3.42) 
for i = 2, 3, 4 .. . . .  Therefore,  there exists ~--*(t, t o ; ~-*(to)  such that 
lira ~-i(t, t o ; ~--*(to) ) = x*(t ,  t o ; ~..*(to)); t e [to, T]. (3.43) 
i~oo 
Define the matr ix ~.i(t, t o ; ~.*(to)  i > l, which satisfies 
~.i(t, t o ; ~-*(to)  = de(t, Ki_l(t),  Zi(t, t o ; ~-*(to))); 
(3.44) 
Zi(to, to ; ~..*(to) ) = ~.*(to) 
l~,i(t, t o ; lg*(to) ) ~ 0 and by definit ion 
d[~:~(t, to ; ~:*(to)) - ~-i(t, to ; ~-*(to))] 
dt 
= A(t, Ki_l(t))(~li_l(t, to ; ~:*(to)) - -  ~.i(t, to ; Z*(to))) 
+ (~.i_l(t, t o ; ~-*(to)  - -  ~.i(t, t o ; Z*(to))) A' ( t ,  Ki_l(t)). (3.45) 
Tak ing  the l imit of both  sides of (3.45), we have 
de(t, K*(t) ,  ~*(t ,  t o • ~-*(to))) = lira ~-'(t, to" ~-*(to)) = l im ~.dt, t o ; ~*(to)) 
= ~.*(t, to ; ~.(to)). (3.46) 
Let  K(t), t E (to, T] be any arbitrary bounded measurable n × m matrix, 
we have as before 
±,:(t, to ; z*(to))  - ~:*(t, to ; z*(to))  
= de(t , K(t), ~.~(t, t o ; ~*(to))) - -  de(t, K*(t), Z*(t, t o ; ~*(to))) 
de(t, K(t), ~zc(t, t o ; ~.*(to))) - -  de(t, K(t), l[:*(t, t o ; ~:*(to))) 
= lk(t, K(t))(~.K(t , t o ; ~*(to) - -  ~-*(t, t o ; ~-*(to))) 
+ (~:r(t, to ; ~*(to)) - -  x°(t, to ; :n*(to))) Aft,  K(t)), (3.47) 
and so ZlK(t, t o ; ~-*(to)  ~ ~--*(t, t o ; ~.*(to) . Together  with (3.39), we have 
that for arbitrary K(t) ~ Mn~,, t ~ [to, T]  
~-*(t) & ~*(t,  t o ; Z*(to)) ~ ~K(t, to ; ~-(V2(to)), (3.48) 
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and ~*(t) satisfies (see (3.35), (3.40), and (3.43)) 
2.*(t) = O(t, K*(t), ~*(t)); ~-*(to) given by (3.38) (3.49) 
K*(t) = [l'a*(t) ! V2*(t)] t e (to, T), 
Ll*(t) =: ~.*(t) C~'(t) Q-X(t); (3.50) 
V~*(t) : (~-*(t)~((t) -t- R(t) C2'(t))(C~(t) R(t) C2'(t)) -t. 
Substituting (3.50) into (3.49), we have (3.34). 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we shall show that K*(t)E JC r. 
From (3.38), we see that 
C~(to) ~.*(to) = 0. (3.51) 
Using (3.49) and (3.12) we have 
d 
dt 
where 
- -  (C2(t) ~.*(t)) = C2(t) 2l*(t)[(A(t) -- R(t) C2'(t ) A-l(t) C~(t))' 
- -  (~2 ' ( t )  a -~( t )~- -2 ( t )  
+ C~'(t) Q-l(t) Cl(t)) ~-*(t)], 
A(t) ~ C~(t) R(t) C2'(t) > 0. 
Thus, we conclude that 
C~(t) Z*(t) = 0 
and so V~*(t), t e [to, T], is compatible. 
Define a matrix 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
Lx*(t ) ~ ~*(t) Cl'(t) Q-l(t) ~-  [,l*(t). (3.55) 
We can easily show that 
T(t) P(t) Ll*(t) = (I, --  Ve(t) C=(t)) ~-*(t) Cl'(t) Q-l(t) 
= ]~*(t) Cl'(t) Q-l(t) = i'.~*(t), (3.56) 
and so K*(t) ~ ~f'r. 
We have now obtained the structure of the class of minimal order observers, 
0rZ(L *) e 7r~.= (L*), and their associated estimators Or~(L*), 
:~*(t) = (T(t) Aft) P(t) + "i'(t) P(t) -- T(t) L~*(t) C~(t) P(t)) z*(t) 
-[- T(t) L~*(t) yl(t) + (T(t) A(t) V2*(t ) -} -  "I'(t) V2*(t) 
~2T(L*): - -  T(t) Ll*(t) Cl(t ) V2*(t)) y2(t) q- T(t) B(t) u(t), (3.57) 
w*(t) = P(t) z*(t) + V~*(t) y2(t) z*(to) = T(to) xo, 
t e [to, T], (3.54) 
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with V~*, La*(t) given by (3.50) and (3.55); P(t), T(t) (which are nonunique) 
satisfy 
[p(t) v~*(t)J . . . .  I . .  (3.58) 
kC~(t)J 
Finally, we have to determine the initial condition z*(t0+ ) for the observer. 
Since 0r2(L *) is an (n -- m2)-dimensional system, then 
and so (3.58) implies 
T(t) ] 
- - -  i s  n × n ,  
[C~(t)i 
T(t) V2*(t) -- 0nm~ ; C2(t) P(t) = 0 ,~ ; T(t) P(t) = I~  t >/ t  o . (3.59) 
By assumption, C~(t) is continuous in T 6 [to, T]; thus, we can pick P(t) 
of rank n -  ms, which is continuous in t e [to, T] and satisfies (3.59). 
From (3.50), we see that V2*(t) is discontinuous at t = to, and so from (3.59), 
T(t) is discontinuous at t o . But e*( t )A  w*( t ) -  x(t) is continuous at 
t = to(Ir,*(t ) is continuous at t = to) , and so 
e*(to) = P(to)(Z*(to) --  T(to) x(to) = P(to)(Z*(to +) -- T(to +) X(to) , (3.60) 
and using (3.59) and the fact that z*(to) = T(to) Xo, we have by multiplying 
both sides of (3.60) on the right T(to+ )
Z*(to+) = T(to+) Xo + T(t0+) V2*(to)(y2(to) --  C2(to) x0). (3.61) 
We see that z*(t) is discontinuous at t = to, and consists of the a priori 
guess (T(to+) xo) , and a correction term due to the perfect observation 
(T(to +) V2*(to)(y2(to) -- C2(to) Xo). The detailed structure of OrO~(L *) ~ ~r~. 2 (L*) 
and its associated estimator ,Cr~(L *) is shown in Fig. 3. Note that if all the 
observations are noisy, then the class of minimal order observer-estimators 
is of dimension and is parameterized by Ll*(t) given by (3.55); the resulting 
observer-estimator can be realized by a Kalman Filter, see (3.57). The 
results of Bucy (1967) can also be obtained as a special case; for more detail 
see Tse (1970). 
Note that we have obtained the optimal minimal-order observer-estimator 
by considering only a subclass of all possible observer-estimators. Therefore, 
it is questionable whether the resulting minimal-order observer-estimator 
643/zz/5-z 
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would stay to be optimum if we enlarge the set of observers being considered. 
I t  turns out that the answer is "yes;" the resulting minimal-order observer 
estimator is optimum in a much wider sense. 
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The structure of minimal-order optimum observer-estimator. 
It can be shown that if u(t) is known deterministic ontrol, the error 
process, e*(t) ~ w*(t) - -  x(t), will satisfy the projection equations 
E{e*(t) yl'(s)} = 0, s ~ [to, t); E{e*(t) y~'(t)} = 0, s ~ [to, t]. (3.62) 
This implies that the class of minimal order optimum observer-estimators 
obtained previously will generate (a.s.) the conditional mean estimates of 
x(t), and, therefore, any one of it is a best least-square estimator. The detail 
derivation of (3.62) is carried out in Appendix A. The case where u(t) is 
generated via a feedback law is considered elsewhere (Tse, 1970, 1971). 
Remark. I t  is interesting to note that in the construction of "desirable" 
observer-estimator, it is imposed explicitely that no differentiation of the 
data is allowed. The condition C2(t) R(t) C~'(t) > 0 is equivalent in saying 
that the first differentiation of y~(t) gives white noise. In fact, it is this assump- 
tion which allows us to prove that the optimum observer-estimator is a condi- 
tional mean estimator. In the more general case where C~(t) R(t) C2'(t) ~ 0, 
the optimum observer-estimator can also be obtained by the similar iterative 
procedure as described in Theorem 3.3, but it is not clear whether the opti- 
mum observer-estimator is a conditional mean estimator. In general, the 
conditional mean estimator will possess all higher derivatives of the noise- 
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free observation component. Thus, it seems that an optimum observer- 
estimator is a more practical estimation device than the conditional mean 
estimator. 
IV. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF ESTIMATORS 
In this section, we shall examine the behavior of Y.*(t) as t -+ oo. This will 
in turn give us the asymptotic performance of the class of minimal order 
optimum observer-estimators. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A matrix A(t) is exponentially stable if there exist 
positive %, % such that 
I] $A( t, r)ll ~ al e-~21t-rl, (4.1) 
where q~A(t, r) is the fundamental matrix of A(t). 
From (3.15), we see that Y-K(t) will remain bounded if there exists some 
bounded K(t) such that the matrix A(t, K(t)) is exponentially stable (Broekett, 
1970); conversely, if there exists K(t) such that l~k(t ) remains bounded, then 
the matrix ~(t, K(t)) must be exponentially stable; these and (3.48) yield 
the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. The matrix function ~-*(t) will remain bounded for all 
t e [t o , or] / f  and only if there exist Ve(t) ~ Mn% and Ll(t) ~ M~%, such that 
(A(t) -- V2(t ) e~(t) -- Iu(t) el(t)) is exponentially stable. 
COROLLARY 4.2. I f  (A(t), C(t)) is uniformly completely observable, i.e., 
there exist positive constants r, @r), fl(r) such that 
o < o~(.~)x <~ M(t, t + .~) 
= ~ba'(~, t + r) C'(,) C(~) q~A(~, t q- r) da ~ fi(r)I 
of 
(4.2) 
has rank n then there exists L(t) ~ Mn~ such that (A(t) -- L(t) C(t)) is" expo- 
nentially stable. 
Corollary 4.2 follows easily from Theorem 4.1 and the results obtained by 
Kalman and Bucy (1961). 
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In the following, we shall consider the time invariant case where A, C, 
R, Q are constant matrices. 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  (A, C) is completely observable, then the pair 
is also completely observable. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let Z o = O. The solution of (3.34), denoted by Y--*(t; 0), will 
tend to a limit, Z* >1 O, as t ~ oo, which satisfies 
0 ----- (A -- RC(A-1C2A) z* + Y.*(A -- RC~'A-~C2A) ' 
-- Y.*(A'C~'A-1C~A + CI'Q-aC1) z* + R -- RC(A-IC~R; (4.3) 
A : C~RC~' > O; C2~* = O, 
i f  and only if there exist V~(t), I'.l(t ) suck that (A -- V~(t) C~ -- Ll(t) Cl) is 
exponentially stable. 
Proof. This proof follows closely the approach used by Wonham (1968). 
Viewing Z*(t; 0) as a solution of (3.49) with Y0 = 0, we have Z*(t o ; O) = 0 
and so, 
Z*(t; 0) = i. ¢,(t, 7){I~ -- V~*(~-) C2) R(I .  -- V2*(~-) C~)' 
~t o 
+ ~,~*(~-) Qr.*'(~-)} ¢'(t, .) dr, (4.4) 
where ~b(t, r) is the fundamental matrix associated with (A -  V2* ( t )~-  
Ll*(t ) Cl); V~*(t), Ll*(t ) are given by 
V~*(t) = (Z*(t; 0) ~.~' + RC~') A-l; t > to, (4.5) 
Ll*(t ) = Z*(t; 0) CI'Q-1; t > t o . (4.6) 
Let V~°(t) = V~*(t + a), ~,~(t) = Ll*(t + a), and ~b°(t, ~-) be the funda- 
mental matrix associated with (A -- V2"(t) ~ -- Ll"(t) (21). Clearly we have 
~o(t, ~-) = ¢(t  + o, ~- + ,~). (4.7) 
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Let xo(t; 0) be the solution (3.13) with parameters Va"(t), g;'(t) and 
Y."(t o ; 0) = 0. By Theorem 3.3, ~.*(t; 0) ~ Y.°(t; 0). Also by the definition 
of V~°(t), Ll~(t), and ~b"(t, z), we have 
/* ~--cr 
l~°(t - -  a; O) : [ ~b°(t --  ~, ~){(In - vao(.)  ca)  R(I. - -  Vao(.) C2)' 
" t  o 
+ Lx~(T) QL~'(T)) $"'(t -- a, T) aT 
l ¢(t, ~,){(I. - v~*(r) c~) R(I .  -- V~*(r) C# to 
+ L~*(r) QLI*(7) ¢'(t, r) dr 
= z*(t),  
and so 
2l*(t; 0) ~ Z"(t - -  a; 0) /> Z*(t - -  a; 0). 
The lemma follows from (3.54), (4.9), and Theorem 4.1. 
Using this lemma, we have the following. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
THEOREM 4.5. For all Yo >~ 0, the solution of (3.34), denoted by Y.*(t, ~'o), 
will reach a steady state ~.* which satisfies (4.3) i f  and only if there exist V2(t), 
Ll(t) such that (A -- V~(t) C2 -- ~'1(t) C1) is exponentially stable. 
Proof. Since Y'o ~ 0, then from (3.48) and viewing Y-*(t; ~"o) as the 
solution of (3.49), we have 
o ~< ~*(t; ~.o) - ~.*(t; o) ~< ¢(t, to) Y.*(to ; ~o) ¢'(t, to), (4.10) 
where q~(t, to) is the fundamental matrix associated with (A -- V2*(t)~2 -- 
Ll*(t) CI) and Va*(t), Ll*(t) are given by (4.5) and (4.6). ~b(t, to) is expo- 
nentially stable if and only if there exist V2(t), I,l(t) such that 
(A -  V~(t )~2-  Ll(t)C1) is exponentially stable. Using Lemma 4.4 the 
theorem easily follows. 
Using Lemma 4.3 and Corollary 4.2, we see that observability of the pair 
(A, C) is sufficient to ensure that ~*(t; Y.o)--+ ~* satisfying (4.3) with 
Y"o/> 0 arbitrary. 
V.  DETERMINISTIC ESTIMATION THEORY 
Conceptually, the observability condition means that we can recover the 
initial state of the system through noise-free observations. In sequential 
estimation, it is the current state that one tries to estimate rather than the 
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initial state. Obviously, if the initial state can be deduced from continuous 
observation, then the current state is also available, but not vice versa. In 
this section, the concept of detectability for linear time varying system is 
introduced in terms of its associated observer-estimator. It is shown that 
such a concept is related to the question of exact current-state estimate. 
DEFINITION 5.1. The system S 1 is detectable at .r if there exists an observer 
OTI(L), T(t) ~ ~,  and its associated estimator d~rl(L): 
2(t) = (T(t)(A(t) --  L(t) C(t)) P(t) + "i~(t) P(t)) z(t) 
+ [T(t)(A(t) --  L(t) C(t)) V(t) 
5~rl(L): (5.1) 
+ "i~(t) V(t) + T(t) L(t)] y(t) + W(t) B(t) u(t), 
w(t) = P(t) z(t) + V(t) y(t); z(~-) e S~ =- {T(r)a I a e R"}, 
such that for all z(*) ¢ S,"  w(¢) -- x(r) --+ 0, as t --+ 02. The system S 1 is 
said to be detectable if it is detectable at t E (--02, 02). 
Thus, detectability implies that the current state can be recovered exactly 
as t -+ oo. As we shall see later, Definition (5.1) is a generalization of 
Wonham's definition of detectability for time-invariant system (Wonham, 
1967). 
THEOm~M 5.2. The system S 1 is detectable if and only if there exists a 
uniformly asymptotically stable observer for the system S 1 . 
Proof. The estimation error using any observer, Or~(L), T(t)~ ~,  and 
its associated estimator is given by (see (2.16)) 
e(t) = P(t)(z(t) -- T(t) x(t) =& P(t) ~(t, ~-; Zo), (5.2) 
where f~(t, T; Zo) satisfies (see Eqs. (2.7) and (2.10)). 
~(t, T; Zo) = [T(t)(A(t) --  L(t) C(t)) P(t) q- "i~(t) P(t)] ~(t, ~-; zo); 
~(,, 7; ~o) = ~o e S , .  (5.3) 
Let us first assume that there exists some L(t)~ M~m and V(t)~ Mn~ 
such that the observer 0rl(L), T(t) ~ ~,  is uniformly asymptotically stable; 
then, for all ~ and z0 ~ S , ,  ~(t, ~-; z0) --* 0 as t --* ~ .  From (5.2) we conclude 
that S 1 is detectable. Conversely, if the system S 1 is detectable, then by 
Lemma 2.4, we may assume that there exists a minimal order observer 
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Orl(L) e %~(L) such that the output of its associated estimator will give 
exact asymptotic estimate, independent of when we initiate the observer 
state; i.e., for all T, and Zo ~ S, 
J 
e(t) = P( t )  ~(t, r; Zo) --* 0 as t --~ oo. (5.4) 
We may assume P(t) is of full rank, and so (5.4) implies that the system (5.3) 
is uniformly asymptotically stable; therefore, the observer 0rl(L)~%~(L) 
is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
Thus, we see that the problem of designing asymptotically consistent 
current state estimates i equivalent to the problem of designing uniformly 
asymptotically stable observers. For the time-invariant case, such an equiva- 
lence was considered by Luenberger (1964, 1965); for the time varying case, 
the design of stabilizing (or exponential stable) estimators was considered 
by Johnson (1970). Theorem 5.2 generalizes and correlates their approaches 
to deterministic estimation theory. 
Since the observation is totally noise-free in the deterministic case, we 
shall only consider those observer-estimators which are compatible with 
respect to the observation y(t). This means that different classes of observer- 
estimator which are compatible with respect o y(t) are parametrized by 
V(t) = V~(t) only (see Section III). The error, e(t), of the estimate, using 
compatible V(t), is given by (see (3.11)) 
~(t) = (A(t) -- V(t)e(t)) e(t). (5.5) 
By Eq. (5.5), Corollary 4.2, and Theorem 5.2 we can now state the following. 
THEOREM 5.3. I f  (A(t), C(t)) is uniformly observable, then there exists an 
uniformly asymptotically stable observer for S 1 . The corresponding observer- 
estimator is compatible with respect o observation and will generate asymptotic 
consistent current-estimate of the state x(t). The estimation error will have norm 
decaying in time as an exponential function. 
The construction of such an observer can be obtained by assuming that 
there is nonzero driving noise in the system $1, and using the results in 
Sections III and IV. This is illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE. A time invariant system is given by 
S I :~( t ) - - - - [ L  W]x(t); y ( t )=[10]x ( t ) .  (5.6) 
0 
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To construct an observer-estimator f r $1, let us consider the stochastic 
system, 
[0 
S~: f((t) = w ; ]  x(t) 4- , y(t) = [1 0] x(t), (5.7) 
where ~l(t), ~2(t) are independent scalar white noises with zero mean and 
E{~,(t) ~,(~-)} = r¢8( t  - -  z); i = 1, 2. (5.8) 
Clearly, the pair ( [9  ~], [1 0]) is observable, and so by Theorem 4.5 and 
Lemma 4.3 there exists a time-invariant stable observer-estimator f  the 
system S 2 . By Theorem 5.2 such an observer-estimator will also be an 
exponential estimator for S~ ; i.e., if we use such an observer-estimator as 
an estimating device for S~, the norm of the resulting current-estimation 
error will decay exponentially. 
To construct such an observer-estimator, first we find ~-* using (4.3); 
the solution is [0 to] ~l* = 1/2 (5.9) 
0 
Next, the matrix V* is computed from (4.5) 
(5.10) 
To construct one particular observer-estimator d~r2(L), T ( t )e J -v . ,  a 
particular solution of (3.59) is obtained for T and t): 
[ r2 ~1/2 1]; 
The observer-estimator is constructed via (3.57) 
#~(L): ~(t)= --(r--L-~l/2oJz--co(1 4---~l)y(t ),
\T  1 1 
(5.13) 
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Clearly, the resulting observer-estimator is compatible with respect o the 
observation y(t). From (5.13), we see that ~r2(L) is independent of the 
matrix L (see also Section II I). Note that if r 1 , r~ approach zero but keeping 
the ratio (rl/r2) -~ 15 > 0 to be constant, then the observer-estimator (5.13) 
will be a function of oJ and t3 only. Thus, the fact that there is "very small" 
driving noise cannot be ignored in designing observer-estimators; otherwise, 
we would deduce that an observer-estimator whose pole is at - -~  will be 
an ideal estimating device. 
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An approach to estimation theory has been developed which generalizes 
available results in stochastic and deterministic estimation of states of linear 
systems. Under this framework, minimal-order minimum variance observer- 
estimators are constructed to estimate the state of a continuous-time linear 
system on the basis of both deterministic and noisy measurement. Implemen- 
tation and construction of such optimal minimal-order observer-estimator 
can be carried out off-line, and it is shown that the order of the optimal 
minimal-order observer-estimator is n -- m 2 , where n is the dimension of 
the plant and rn~ is the number of noise-free observation channels. 
Asymptotic behavior of the minimal order optimum observer-estimator is 
investigated via the optimum error covariance matrix ~-*(t). In the time- 
invariant case, necessary and sufficient condition is given such that the 
estimation performance will reach a steady state and the optimum observer- 
estimator can be realized by a time invariant system. The condition is related 
closely to the structural property of the system under consideration. 
The problem can also be solved by first reducing it to a Kalman filtering 
problem. It was found that such an approach does not make the derivation 
of the optimum filter any simpler than the present approach (Tse, 1970). 
One distinguishing advantage ofusing the observer theory approach presented 
in this paper is that it reveals detail structural properties of the optimum 
estimator. This allows us to deduce the asymptotic behavior of the optimum 
estimator easily. 
APPENDIX A: CONDITIONAL MEAN ESTIMATOR 
In this appendix, we shall prove that if the control is deterministic and 
known, then the error process ¢*(t), corresponding to using the estimator 
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gr2(L*), T(t)E ~,  will satisfies the projection equations (3.62). We shall 
assume u(t) -----0 without loss of generality. The error process will satisfy 
(3.11) 
6*(t) = (A(t) -- V2*(t ) I~(t) -- Ll*(t ) Cl(t)) e*(t) 
+ (V~*(t) C~(t) -- I~) ~(t) + L~*(t) n(t), (A.I.1) 
I~*(t0) = ( [n  - -  V2*( t0)  C2(to)) (Xo - -  x( to) ) ,  
where V~*(t), [,l(t) are given by (3.32). Therefore, we have 
E{e*(to) x'(to) } = {I, --  l~oC2'(to) C2(to) ZoCz'(to) -1 C2(to)} 
× {XoXo' -- Ex(to)x'(to)} (A.1.2) 
= --~*(to). 
Using (A.I.1) and (3.1) with u(t) -- 0, we have for t ~ [t o , T] 
dE{e*(t) x'(t)} 
dt 
= (A( t )  - -  Vz*(t) ~2(t) --  Ll*(t) El(t)) E{e*(t) x'(t)} 
-}- (V2*(t) C~(t) - -  I~) R(t) -}- E{e*(t) x'(t)} A'(t) 
= (Aft) -- R(t) C~'(t) a-l(t) ~(t) )  E{e*(t) x'(t)} 
- -  l~*(t) Cl'(t) Q-l(t) Cl(t) E{e*(t) x'(t)} 
- -  r.*(t) ~2'(t) a-aft) ~(t) E{e*(t) x'(t)} @ E{e*(t) x'(t)} A'(t) 
+ z*(t) t22'(0 a-l(t) C2(t) R(t) -- R(t) + R(t) C~'(t) a-l(t) C~(t) R(t). 
(a.l.3) 
Let us define 
D(t) = ~.*(t) + E{e*(t) x'(t)}. (A.I.4) 
By (3.34), (A.1.2), and (A.1.3) we have 
lD(t) = (A(t) --  R(t) C~'(t) ~-x(t) C2(t) D(t) -- Ii*(t)(Cl'(t) Q-l(t) Cl(t) 
-t- l~2'(t) A-~(t) I~e(t)) D(t) -t- D'(t) A(t), (A.1.5) 
D(to) = 0. 
Since ~.*(t), t ~ [to, T] is a well defined solution of (3.34), (A.1.5) implies 
D(t) = 0 T >~ t >~ t o , (A.1.6) 
and so 
E{e*(t) x'(t)} = --E*(t) t ~ [to, T]. (A.1.7) 
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Now by (3.1) (with u(t) ---- 0), (3.2) and (A.I.1), we have 
E{e*(t) y~'(s)} = E(e*(t) x'(s)} C((s) + E(e*(t) n'(s)} 
= $z(t ,  s)[E{e*(s) x'(s)} Cl'(s ) + L~*(s) Q(s)] e [to, t), 
(A.I.S) 
where 
/k(t) = A(t) -- V2*(t)~2(t) -- Ll*(t)Cl(t), (A.1.9) 
and $~r(t, s) is the fundamental matrix associated with A(t). Substituting 
(A.1.7) into (A.1.8) and using (3.32), we have 
E{e*(t) y~'(s)} = rka-(t, s)[--X*(s) Cl'(s ) + X*(s) Cl'(s)] = O. (A.I.10) 
Similarly for s ~ [to, t], we have, using compatibility, that 
E{e*(t) y((s)} = q~ y(t, s) E{e*(t) x'(s)} C2'(s) = --(by(t, s) Y, *(s) C((s) ---- 0. 
(A.1.11) 
(A.I.10) and (A.I. l l)  imply Eq. (3.62). 
APPENDIX  B: PROOFS OF LEMMAS AND THEOREMS 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Let 0rl(L) be a given s-order observer; its associated 
estimator @rl(L) is described by 
~(t) = [T(t)(A(t) -- L(t) C(t)) P(t) + t( t )  P(t)] z(t) 
+ [T(t)(A(t) -- L(t) C(t)) V(t) -+ T(t) L(t) 
O~rl(L): + T(t) V(t)] y(t) (B.I.1) 
+ T(t) B(t) tt(t); Z(to+ ) e S = {T(to+)U ] a e Rn}, 
w(t) ~ P(t) z(t) + V(t) y(t), 
with P(t), T(t) satisfying (2.2.1) and z(t) ~ R ~, s ~ n -- p. Since In -- V(t) C(t) 
has rank n - -p ,  we may assume without loss of generality that P(t) is of 
rank n -- p, and we may break P(t) into 
P(t) = P(t)K; P(t) ~ M,(,_~) K ~ M(n-~), • (B.l.2) 
Let us construct an n -- p order observer 0ra(L) with "~(t) -- KT(t) and the 
restricted observer's tate initial condition ~(to+ ) ~ ~ = {KT(to+)~ ] ~ ~ Rn}. 
First, we see from (B.1.2) that 
P(t) "~(t) + V(t) C(t) :- P(t) KT(t) + V(t) C(t) = P(t) T(t) + V(t) C(t) = In ; 
(B.1.3) 
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thus, we conclude that ~'(t)e ~.  Let $¢I(L) be the estimator associated 
with O~,I(L). To prove the lemma, we need to verify that ~,(t) = w(t) for 
all possible u(t) and y(t) where qc(t) is the output of 8~1(L). Let 
Z(to +) -- T(t0+)a for some a e R ~ and pick $(t0+ ) =- KT(t0+)a; then we can 
easily show that by construction 
£,(t) = Kz(t); t > to, (B.I.4) 
for all y(t) and u(t). Then we have 
qT(t) -=- ~(t) ~(t) + V(t) y(t) = P(t) Kz(t) + V(t) y(t) 
= P(t) Z(t) -4- V(t) y(t) =- w(t). (B.1.5) 
Conversely, if ~(to+ ) = KT(to+)Qt, pick Z(to+ ) = T(to+)e , then we have (B. 1.4) 
and (B.1.5) in the similar manner, and the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let P(t) ~ M~(~_~), T(t) ~ M(n_v) n be any 
matrices satisfying 
P(t) T(t) + V(t) C(t) = [P(t) i V(t)] . . . . .  In.  (B.1.6) 
[ c(t) j 
Denote the column vectors of V(t) by vi(t), i : 1,..., m. Since V(t) has 
rank p, {v%(1)(t)}~v=z form an independent set, where at(') is a permutation of 
1, 2,.., m, and v,~(j)(t), j > p, are dependent on {v%(0(t))~= z . Rearranging 
if necessary, we may assume for a fixed t, 
V(t) = [Vi(t ) i V2(t)], (B.].7) 
with Vl(t) E M,,, and of rank p, while 
V2(t ) = Vl(t ) l~(t); M(t) e M~(m_~). (B.l.8) 
The matrix C(t) is also rearranged according (if necessary); we may assume 
C(t) = ; C~(t) e M~. ,  C~(t) ~ M(,~_~).. (B.1.9) 
tc~(t)J 
Since C(t) is of full rank, (A.2.6) implies that 
C2(t) = N(t) T(t); N(t) E M(,~_,)(,_,). (B.I.10) 
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Using (B.1.6) to (B.I.10), we have for a fixed t, 
I ] [P(t) V~(t)] . . . . .  I~. (B.I.11) 
LCl(t) + M(t) N(t) T(t) 
Since [P(t) i Vl(t)] eM,~,,  (B.I.I1) and (B.1.8) imply that 
T(t) P(t) -- I~_~ ; T(t) V~(t) = 0(~_~)~ ; T(t) V(t) ~ 0(~_~)m • 
(n.l.12) 
We note that under the assumption on V(t), (B.l.12) is true for all t > t o . 
Let O~.(L)~rrvv(L ) be arbitrary, i ~ 1, 2. The associated estimators are 
described by 
~i(t) = (Ti(t)(A(t) --  L(t) C(t)) I:)i(t) -j- ~i(t) t)i(t)) zi(t) 
+ (T,(t) L(t) + t ,(t)  V(t) (B.1.13) 
d~(L): + Ti(t)(A(t) -- L(t)C(t)) V(t)) y(t) + Ti(t ) B(/) u(t), 
w,(t) -= Pi(t) zi(t) + V(t) y(t); zi(to+ ) ~ Si = {Ti(t0+) " ] cz ~ R~); 
i -~ 1,2. 
Pi(t) 6 Mn(~_,) and is of rank n -- p, i = 1, 2. Thus, there exists a nonsingular 
matrix K(t) ~ M(~_~)(,_~) such that 
Pl(t) = P2(t) K(t); P~(t) ~- Pl(t) K-~(t), (B.1.14) 
and so we also have 
Let us define 
K(t) Tl(t) • T2(t); %(t) = K-i(t) T2(t). (B.1.15) 
~(t) = K(t) zl(t). (B.l.16) 
Using (B.l.13)-(B.l.16), we obtain the equation for ~(t), 
if(t) ~ (T2(t)(A(t) -- L(t) C(t)) P(t) + K(t) ~'x(t) Pz(t) + K(t) K-l(t)) ~(t) 
+ (T2(t) L(t) + K(t) ~'l(t) V(t) -{- T~(t)(A(t) -- L(t) C(t)) V(t)) y(t) 
+ T2(t) B(t) u(t), 
to+ ) -- K(to+ ) Tl(to+)~ = T~(to+)~ S~, (A.2.17) 
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since Pi(t), Ti(t) satisfy (B.1.6), i = 1, 2; thus, by (B.l.12), (B.I.14), and 
(B.1.15), we can easily show that 
K(t) Tl(t) Pdt) + I~(t) K-l(t)  = "i'~(t) Pdt),  (B.l.18) 
K(t) "i'l(t) V(t) = K(t) t2(t ) V(t), (B.l.19) 
substituting (B.l.18) and (B.l.19) into (B.l.17) and comparing with (B.l.13), 
we see for any given gift0+), we can pick an appropriate ze(to+ ) e S2(~(to +) = 
z~(to+)) such that 
~(t) = z2(t), (B.1.20) 
and so 
wl(t ) = Pl(t) Zl(t) + V(t) y(t) = P2(t) K(t) zl(t) + V(t) y(t) 
= P2(t) z2(t) @ V(t) y(t) = w2(t ). (B.].2I) 
Therefore, #~2(L) is an equivalent representation of #~(L);  similarly, we 
can prove #~I(L) is an equivalent representation of #~(L)  and the theorem 
follows. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. By Lemma 2.4, we may assume that there exists 
0rS(L) e v~,~ whose associated estimator #r2(L) is compatible with respect o 
y2(t). The error process e(t) is given by 
e(t) = w(t) --  x(t) = P(t) z(t) + V2(t) y2(t) --  x(t) 
= P(t) z(t) + V~(t) C2(t) x(t) -- x(t) = P(t)(z(t) -- Y(t) x(t)). (B.1.22) 
By compatibility, 
C2(t) e(t) ----- C2(t)P(t)(z(t) --  T(t)x(t)). (B.1.23) 
Taking expectation with respect o the noise processes only, we have 
C2(t) P(t) ckv(t, to+ ) T(to+)~ = 0 Qt E R n arbitrary, (B.1.24) 
where 4~F(t, to+ ) is the fundamental matrix associated with F(t) given by 
(2.10). T(t0+ ) is of full rank and so (B.1.24) implies 
Ce(t) P(t) = 0. (B.1.25) 
From (B.1.22) and (B.1.25) we have 
C2(t) V~(t) C2(t) x(t) -- Cz(t) x(t) = 0 x(t) ~ R n arbitrary, (B.1.26) 
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and so we conclude 
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Cs(t) V~(t) = I~ ,  (B.1.27) 
and rank V2(1 ) = m 2 . 
F rom (B.1.25) 
C.~(t) P(t) T(t) = 0 rank P(t)  T(t) ~ n - -  m2, (B.1.28) 
P(t), T(t) satisfy 
P(t) T(t) + V2(t) Cs(t) = I s .  (B.1.29) 
Equations (B.1.29) implies rank P(t) T(t)  ~ n - -  m s . Together with (B.1.28) 
we have 
rank(Is - -  V(/) C(t)) = rank P(t)  T(t) = n - -  m s . 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Construct he matrix (0 < ~- < oo) 
= ~A'(~, ~)[C1' i C~'] ~A(~, ~) d~ 
~0 
f: -- eA'(~, ~) Cl'Cl~A(~, ~) d~ + d~'(~, ~) C( dC~¢~(~, ) do. do do (B.1.30) 
Let x e R ~ such that x'l~l(~-)x = 0, then from (B.1.30), we have for a ~ [0, ~] 
CleA(a, r)x = 0; C#a(a ,  r)X = y, (B.1.31) 
where y is a constant vector. Suppose x ~ 0; let x o = ¢A(to, z)X, and 
x l=d~A(t  1,~')x, r>t  l>t  0~0.  Then  x I~0,  x ov a0 ,  and x l=/=x 2. 
Using the second equation of (B.1.31) and the fact that A, C are constant 
matrices, we can show easily 
C2~bA(O" , to) X 1 = C2~A(a  , t0) X0 ,  a e [t o , r - -  t 1 + to]. (B.1.32) 
This  contradicts the assumption that (A, C) is observable. The  lemma 
follows from the fact that l~I(r) is positive definite. 
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